There are Consequences for Everything
(Transcript from my Audio Journal)

Have I not taught you reaping and sowing? Sowing brings reaping. What you sow is what you reap.
There are consequences for everything. Don’t baulk at this – don’t let it be a byword to you. It is
important – it is essential…
Remember, reaping and sowing [is] on the minor scale and the major scale. Just as nations are now
reaping what they have sown, in your life and in the lives of individuals, reaping is what’s happening.
Sow wisely so you can reap wisely – Kingdom wisely. Otherwise, it’s to your detriment. My Kingdom is
everlasting, it’s eternal. We will survive, we will succeed. We don’t need everybody to reap for the
Kingdom, but it is for their benefit that they reap of the Kingdom. I’m giving them opportunity, in
the same way I give you opportunity.
This is great day for you to sow wisely, to sow into the Kingdom. Sowing in what you’re doing; what
you’re saying; what you’re becoming.
So I leave you with it. This is my offer to you today. Lean on me; lean into the Kingdom. Draw from it;
put all your sustenance there. Draw your rewards there. Surely there are rewards for those who
sow in the Kingdom in every area of their life and they will reap Kingdom rewards of all sorts, all
types, all forms.
Truly, truly, I say to you, unless you are born again you cannot enter into the Kingdom. This is
critical because many are not born-again –- born of my Spirit. They are born in their head, in their
mind. This is a sad reality, but it is the truth. Many will fail to come into my Kingdom because they
think they are there, but their heart has not engaged; their spirit has not been changed. They don’t
have my thumbprint; they are not recognised in my Kingdom. There are books that are kept; all
records are there; it’s all recorded. It will not be a mistake on the Day of Judgement; on the day of
reckoning; on the day of distribution of rewards. Everything that has been done is recorded.
So live wisely. Take courage. Know in the safety that you are watched over, you are observed, and
loved and cherished. You are mine and I am yours. Let it be so – so be it.
Have a great day.
(Words in brackets are what I understood in my spirit immediately I was given something to write)
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